
Miniatura City Theatre in Gdañsk

Fahrenheit
Based on the book "Ciep³o-zimno. Zagadka Fahrenheita" ("Hot-Cold: The Enigma 
of Fahrenheit") by Anna Czerwiñska-Rydel

adaptation and direction: Micha³ Derlatka
set design: Micha³ Dracz
music: Pawe³ Nowicki with Kwartludium
dramaturgy: Jorge Gallardo Altamirano
chemical efects: Przemys³aw Mietlarek, Smart_lab

cast

Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit | Andrzej ¯ak
Willem Ruijbroeck | Piotr K³udka
Lab assistant 1 | Agnieszka Grzegorzewska
Lab assistant 2 | Jadwiga Sankowska
Lab assistant 3, Young Fahrenheit | Wojciech Stachura

onstage lab effects:

Young Fahrenheit | Wojciech Stachura
Dad, Rector, Blömmeln, Herr Kuckuck, Merchant Beumingen | Jadwiga Sankowska
Mum, Mayor, Herr Dummkopf, Herr Schwarzkopf, Owner of the glass works, Frau 
Kirch | Agnieszka Grzegorzewska
Professor Romer | Andrzej ¯ak

World premiere: 7 April 2013
Performance suitable for children aged: 7+
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„Fahrenheit” – 
science

The performance is an adaptation of the book "Ciep³o-zimno. Zagadka Fahrenheita", 
one of the Gdañsk Trilogy series by Anna Czerwiñska-Rydel, dedicated to famous 
natives of the city.

The production is an innovative combination of theatre and research laboratory, 
which allows for a greater stimulation of children's imagination and helps build a 
fascination with scientific experiments.
The performance brings dramatisation into the chemical and physical laboratory 
space. While narrating the story of his life, Fahrenheit enlivens lab space, brings to 
life alembics and phials, and becomes involved in experimentation. The artists create 
worlds, characters and situations with the use of substances most characteristic for 
the physicist and at the same time present a curious puppet theatre which emerges 
from the experiments in the lab.

Expert chemist, Przemys³aw Mietlarek, has been engaged in the play, while 
additionally responsible for the preparation of chemical reagents before each 
performance. Set designer Micha³ Dracz designed original puppets, which are partly 
created onstage as a result of experiments or animated with the help of laboratory 
tools.

The main subject of the play is the importance of living with a passion and 
consistently striving towards a pre-set goal. Fahrenheit becomes an example of a 
hero who shows how much can be achieved with such an attitude, while 
demonstrating that such conduct also demands a great deal of courage, persistence 
and risk-taking.

an innovative 
combination of theatre and 



Reviews

The incredible puppets, animated by actors and at the same time "coming to life" 
thanks to chemical reactions, are the greatest attraction of the show. The 
"experimental" side of the production is overseen by a chemist – Przemys³aw 
Mietlarek from the Smart_lab group. On stage you get to see the mayor covered in 
frothy soap bubbles, Fahrenheit's uncle depicted as a steaming lump of dry ice, the 
merchant to whom the young Fahrenheit is apprentice in the form of a crane, or the 
school rector resembling an archetypal eyeball. The actor character of Professor 
Romer is also striking and reminiscent of sci-fi movies. The spectacular puppets and 
other special effects (including the presentation of a letter written in invisible ink, 
which draws cries of delight from the audience) all attract children's attention, 
develop their imagination and involve them in the contents of the story.
Dorota Karaœ, „Gazeta Wyborcza”

It's a story of the life and the mysterious death of a scientist, illustrating the habits of 
the time and the relations then current in society. The makers of the play do not go for 
copying illustrations from history textbooks, though. Instead they combine classical 
attire and wigs of the burghers of the time with absolutely innovative puppets. 
Micha³ Dracz's fascinating projects, brought to life by the theatre's arts workroom, 
are a true display of the imagination of the set designer and the skill of the puppet 
makers.
[...] No matter whether we treat this production as an interesting history lesson, a 
curious crime intrigue or a parable with an important message, the authors have 
steered clear of pathos and Fahrenheit himself remains a true-born hero from start 
to finish, just like all of us, afraid, worried, happy and excited. In the Miniatura 
Theatre Daniel Fahrenheit comes down from his pedestal, which isn't easy in a clash 
with history.
Urszula Morga, qlturka.pl 
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'Miniatura' City Theatre

One of the oldest theatres in Poland – in existence for over 65 years! Its repertoire, of 
high artistic merit, is aimed at the entire family and involves talented artists from 
Poland and abroad. Each year the theatre gives around 250 performances, watched 
by over 50,000 people. The plays produced include classical works as well as 
contemporary children's and young adult literature for audiences as young as 12 
months. 

In addition, 'Miniatura' strives to undertake non-standard activities such as the 
production of a theatre detective series or activities aimed at entering the city's 
public space - open-air performances, for example. The theatre's repertoire is 
supplemented by the numerous events which accompany premieres or which are co-
produced with other cultural institutions, publishers or non-governmental 
organisations. These include family workshops, open meetings, panels and debates, 
book fairs, festivals or theatre shows.

by Dariusz Panas



Contact 

Miniatura City Theatre
ul. Grunwaldzka 16 
81-236 Gdañsk 
0048 58 341 94 83 

Magdalena Zabùotna 
0048 885 780 204 
magdalena.zablotna@teatrminiatura.pl

Emilia Orzechowska
0048 885 790 623
emilia.orzechowska@teatrminiatura.pl

Miros³aw Baran
miroslaw.baran@teatrminiatura.pl
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